
John 4: 5-42- Woman at the Well

● I came across a news story about a homeless man that had been
standing on the same Texas street corner for three years.

● Plenty of people passed him, but nobody knew his story -- until one
day when Ginger Sprouse decided to stop and talk to him.

● His name, it turns out, was Victor Hubbard.
● He was homeless and suffering from mental health issues.
● The street corner was the last place he saw his mother, and he was

waiting for her to return.
● Ginger began visiting him on her lunch breaks, and the two became

friends.
● She started the Facebook page “This is Victor” as a way to help the

community get to know him the way she was.
● This glimpse has inspired the community to help get clothes and

medication for the man that so many passed on that corner every
day.

● They also started a GoFundMe Page that’s raised over $19,000 and
had a block party to show their support.

● Not only has Ginger helped Victor get off the streets and into mental
health clinics,

● but they’re also co-workers: He’s now got a job in her business’s
kitchen.

● Victor has even been able to see his mother again.
● But more importantly, he has found a much bigger family in the

community -- all because someone decided to stop and have a
conversation.

● A conversation similar to our Gospel reading for today.
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● When Jesus meets the “woman at the well”, we find both of them not
only crossing the boundaries of their cultures,

● but leaping over those boundaries.
● Knocking the walls down, and entering into a Holy conversation,

where both Jesus and the woman are changed!
● Frequently what is overlooked is that this interaction is a

conversation.
● That is why I wanted it read theatrically today…
● Conversation is essential for our faith.
● Lest we assume such claims, observe how religious dialogue

happens today --
● “I’m right. You’re wrong. So there. End of Story. Let’s move on.”
● We are living in a time when conversation needs to be cultivated and

valued.
● Practiced and pursued.
● Longed for and lived.
● Without real conversation, we lack intimacy and understanding;
● connection and empathy.
● No wonder Jesus engages in and insists on conversation when it

comes to believing,
● since believing in John’s Gospel is synonymous with relationship.
● The dialogue between the Samaritan woman at the well and Jesus,

as well as with Ginger and Victor,
● provides what can happen when we actually engage in conversation

and questions about our faith, our values, our lives.
● Faith is about dialogue, about growth and change. It is not about

having all the answers.
● Which is where I feel we get caught up and stuck in the first place.
● First, notice that the conversation begins with mutual vulnerability.
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● Jesus is thirsty and she needs the water that only Jesus can provide.
● That is where truthful conversations must start --
● from a place of reciprocal vulnerability, from a space that recognizes

that each party risks being known and being seen.
● I mean, if we think about it…
● I suspect that very few conversations begin with the expectation of

vulnerability,
● yet genuine holy conversations have to start there because this is a

fundamental characteristic of God.
● Second, questions are critical to conversation.
● Not questions that have already decided on the right answers.
● No, questions that communicate curiosity,
● an interest in the other,
● a longing for information and understanding.
● The woman at the well is full of questions,
● thoughtful questions,
● questions that matter and lead Jesus to reveal to her who he really is.
● Jesus affirms questions, even invites them.
● God wants us to ask questions because it is questions that

strengthen relationship
● Conversations for the sake of intentional and genuine interest in the

other also take time.
● They take time because there will likely be moments of

misunderstanding.
● The Samaritan woman is first confused by Jesus’ offer,
● but unlike Nicodemus, from last week,  she does not let that halt the

conversation.
● It seems that God is willing to hang in there.
● To keep on listening.
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● To keep on exposing God’s heart...
● so that it can be seen for the abundant love it holds, for all people.
● Finally, when it comes to having genuine holy conversations
● We need to expect to be surprised.
● Expect God to reveal something about God’s self that you have

never seen before.
● Did you know, The unnamed woman at the well is the first one to

whom Jesus reveals his true identity -- I AM,
● the first absolute I AM in the Gospel of John --
● not to the Jewish leaders or to the disciples, but to her, a religious,

social, political outsider.
● This is who God is for, because God loves the world.
● So we always have to remember, Encounters, by chance or by

design,
● have the power to change us and help us grow.
● And, yes, I know, they are sometimes, ok… most times, challenging.
● but... if we never enter into Holy conversations,
● We will be forced to admit how many times we have overlooked

opportunities for giving testimony about how we are seeing glimpses
of God in our interactions with others.

● Just ask Ginger and Victor….both who have changed dramatically
because someone started a conversation...

● Conversations are essential to us and our faith.
● Genuine, Holy conversations. So lets keep talking!
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